For n =g 1 let b" and c" be zeros (ordered by increasing values) of u{x) and v(x), respectively, which are nontrivial solutions of u"+p(x)u = 0 and v"+q(x)v = 0 with continuous p{x) and q(x). It is shown that if bn -cn->0 as «-»<», p{x) £ q(x), and either p{x) or q(x) is nonincreasing, then bn fec" for « & 1. Inequalities related to asymptotic expansions are obtained for the negative zeros o" of the Airy function Ai{z) and the zeros jv.n of the Bessel function J,(x).
The principal theorem, which gives an inequality for zeros of solutions of linear second order differential equations, is proved by induction using the Sturm comparison theorem at each step. This procedure differs from previous applications of the Sturm comparison theorem to orthogonal polynomials [3, pp. 120-130] and Bessel functions [4, pp. 518-521 ] since the common zero of the solutions of the differential equations is at infinity here, i.e., approached asymptotically. , the theorem is true since bn = cn-Assume pix) ^qix) and bn<cn for some n. Let k be the least positive integer such that bk<ck. If we let dn = cn-bn, then dk>0. We will show by induction that <7 = <7>0 for all n^k. Assume dm^dk>0 for some m^k. ll wix) =vix+dm), then w"'(x) +qix+dm)wix) = 0, wibm)=0, and w(cm+i -dm) =0. Since either pix)^pix+dm) s^qix+dm) or pix) ^g(x) ^qix+dm), the Sturm comparison theorem implies bm<bm+i<cm+i-dm. Thus cm+i -bm+i = dm+l>dm^dk>0, which completes our induction proof. However, cn -bn = dn^dk>0 lor all n^k contradicts bn -cn-»0. Consequently, no least positive integer k exists such that bk<ck so that we must have b"^cn for all positive integers n. 
